PRESENTATION BOARDS

INSPIRATION COMES FROM FRESH THINKING

EGAN BUILT TO INSPIRE
PRESENTATION BOARDS DESIGNED TO ENGAGE

Designed and crafted using the highest-quality materials, our presentation boards always keep the way you use them in mind. This means our products will fit seamlessly into any space, not only enhancing your environment, but also the way you work and how to communicate your ideas.
Details to inspire endless possibilities

Whether standard, configured, custom, or bespoke presentation solutions, we have the surface to suit any professional environment’s specifications. Dream it, draw it, or display it – with Egan, you can specify from nearly endless frame and surface options to find functionality that is designed to suit your space.
EganINK Environments

Sometimes, creative environments need visual interest or structure to inspire and complete thinking. Bold or understated, EganINK complements and sets the mood, whatever your mood may be – KPI templates, care boards, logos, wayfinding, signage, or high-resolution art. EganINK bespoke graphics may be specified on a wide range of Egan products, whether it be stock art or COA. This is where the ability to customize and introduce your own design to our communication tools is useful.

Inspiration at Every Glance
ENHANCE YOUR SPACE WITH A DESIGN THAT WORKS
Egan Aluminum Frame Tackboards feature clear, anodized aluminum frames, with either eased curve or precision, square-mitred corners. Designed to complement any Egan aluminum frame markerboards, Tackboards can be specified with standard Egan Fabrics, under the Maharam program, or with your own material (COM).

**SHOWN:** Egan Aluminum Frame Tackboard, 48"w x 36"h, Maharam Fabric (MDTB4836)

Featuring high-performance EVS™ or EganBoard porcelain and aluminum frames with either eased curve or precision, square-mitred corners. Link any combination of linked markerboards and tackboards to create a superior-quality communication wall 24" to 96" high.

**SHOWN:** Egan Linked Aluminum Frame Markerboard and Tackboard, 36"w x 48", Custom EganInk, Maharman Fabrics (Markerboard: IESOR3648, Tackboard: ITSOL3648)

With Egan markerboards, specify your choice of an EVS™ surface or EganBoard porcelain—both guaranteed-to-clean, both magnet compatible and both engineered for easy cleaning. The Egan Aluminum Frame markerboard is often imitated, but never surpassed. Their clear-edged, anodized aluminum frames come with the option of eased curve or precision, square-mitred corners. Like all our classic Aluminum Frame boards in this section, the clean, robust frame isn’t just for looks—it features a strong, integrated mounting system that makes level installation a breeze, keeps the board stable while in use, and can be reoriented in the field between portrait and landscape.

**SHOWN:** Egan Aluminum Frame Markerboard, Square Corner, 96"w x 48"h (MES9648)
An Egan Décor Panel is a modern and positive way to add permanent visual communications to your office space. Specify full color, full coverage, full bleed, bespoke graphics for aesthetic appeal, signage, wayfinding and more. Designed to complement any Egan Aluminum Frame presentation board. Also available as Décor Panel Boxcore.

**SHOWN:** Egan Décor Panel, 48”w x 32”h (MDR4832CAW)

**DECOR PANEL**

**BEAUTY TO STIMULATE IDEAS**

With the high design flexibility of individual tesserae combining to create a user reconfigurable collaboration wall, EganMosaic is one of the most powerful and visually versatile installations available. The designer specifies a bespoke combination of dry erase, tackable, magnet compatible, and custom graphics tiles, to completely create the whole picture. The whole is greater than the sum of its parts with EganMosaic.

**SHOWN:** EganMosaic, 16”w x 16”, 2 EVS (MM1616) and 1 EganINK (MM1616E)

**EGANMOSAIC™**

These high-grade, aluminum-frame Egan markerboards are integrated with a custom-fit, full-length, aluminum marker tray. The tray’s clean, contemporary design blends perfectly with the clear-edged, anodized frame – helping you stay organized and ready to create.

**SHOWN:** Egan Markerboard with Integrated Full-Length Aluminum Marker Tray, 60”w x 48” (MFTE6048W)

**MARKERBOARD WITH INTEGRATED FULL-LENGTH ALUMINUM MARKER TRAY**
THE PERFECT FINISH TO COMPLEMENT YOUR THINKING
HARDWOOD FRAME TACKBOARD

Featuring a tackable panel encased in a hardwood frame, this traditional board is surprisingly customizable. The 1” thick, ½” bullnose frame may be specified from a number of varietals in an open grain, satin lacquer finish, or a Custom stain. For the infill, specify a fabric tack panel from standard EganFabrics, the Maharam program, or your own material – or go with a natural cork infill in lieu of fabric.

SHOWN: Egan Linked Hardwood Frame Markerboard and Tackboard, 48”w x 32”h, Black Oak Frame, Maharam Fabric (MDTW4832BO)

LINKED HARDWOOD FRAME MARKERBOARD

Featuring high-performance EVS™ or EganBoard porcelain with one-inch hardwood frames and ½” bullnose corner detail. Link any combination of linked markerboards and tackboards to create a superior-quality communication wall 24” to 96” high.

SHOWN: Egan Linked Hardwood Frame Markerboard and Tackboard, 36”w x 48”h, Mahogany Frame (Markerboard: IWTOR3648MA, Tackboard: IWEIB6048MA)

HARDWOOD FRAME MARKERBOARD

Egan Hardwood Frame Markerboards give you the choice of EVS™ or EganBoard porcelain infills – both engineered for easy cleaning. With a solid hardwood frame finished with satin lacquer in an open grain finish, and a ½” bullnose edge, give your ideas that much more of a defining edge. Choose from a number of varietals or a Custom stain to complement your traditional or postmodern space.

SHOWN: Egan Hardwood Frame Markerboard, 60”w x 48”h, Natural Maple Finish (MEW6048MP)
If visual inspiration is an integral part of your creative process, you’ll simply love our Dimension Stele. In a matte white finish, this guaranteed-to-clean presentation board will change the way you think. Uncompromised performance with a clean aesthetic and modern, monolithic, “vanishing edge” design is what attracts our clients – many of them the design and innovation leaders of the Fortune 500®. Dimension Stele can be specified for a ‘hover’ installation, or with a flush finish to the wall, to suit the environment.

SHOWN: Egan Dimension Stele, 72”w x 48”h, White Edge, Flush finish left and right (DM7248WHFFR)

**DIMENSION STELE™**

A NEW STANDARD FOR DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE

Tackable wings are available to you in distinct tackable surface options: standard tackable Egan Fabric, or Egan EcoTack™, or select from Maharam fabrics. Both options feature a warp-free, N” tackable construction, factory mounted on a ½” lightweight, recycled, honeycomb core board for an overall thickness of 1 ⅛”.

**TACKABLE WINGS**

Combine boards of varying heights to create a massive, professional presentation surface with a monolithic, vanishing-edge appearance. Outstanding functionality guaranteed to clean, magnet-compatible, projection capable, and can be specified to create large, stimulating expanses of workspace. Dimension Stele LINXX can be aligned vertically, or linked in an offset configuration. Finish flush to wall, or hover mount.

**DIMENSION STELE™ LINXX**

SHOWN: Egan Dimension Stele LINXX, Outside Left and Right 36”w x 48”h (DM3648WHFR), Middle Board 36” w x 56”h (DM3656WHF)
Dimension Stele Plus retains the vanishing edge and accentuates the monolith by offering specifiers depth; you can select from three different 1” dimension board depths. With the vanishing edge finished flush to the wall, mix and match depths to create a visually interesting and functional writing space which offers endless possibilities.

**SHOWN:** Egan Dimension Plus, 24”w x 24”h, 1” (DM1P2424WH), 2” (DM2P2424WH) and 3” (DM3P2424WH)

Another innovation from Egan Visual, the visually stunning Egan Dimension Stratus™ is a whole new take on presentation boards: it allows you to take the “z” dimension to near zero. The monolith has its outside edges raked back in a 15 degree chamfer (hence the name Stratus, from the Latin “histriatus” or ‘chamfered’), which results in a soaring plane that seems to levitate off the wall.

**SHOWN:** Egan Dimension Stratus, 96”w x 48”h (DMS9648)

**DIMENSION STELE PLUS™**

**DIMENSION STRATUS™**
MODERN DESIGN.
STRONG BUILD.

SHOWN: Egan Presentation Board Boxcore, 72" w x 48", Clear Anodized Frame (PBB7248ECA).
In 2015, we revolutionized markerboard construction again with our Boxcore™ technology. Borrowing from the unibody design of modern automobiles, all components are integrated and bonded to contribute to high strength, stiffness, and a modern, ultra-thin bezel. This provides a sleek, minimalist profile for your modern space. 1 1/8” frame depth.

Because Dimension Tack Boxcore features a 3/8” deep tackable panel mounted proud on the board, you can be sure of its high holding power. It is designed to complement other Boxcore technology-based Egan presentation boards.

Egan Boxcore technology provides robust edges and sharp, clean contemporary aesthetics. Like our Aluminum Frame markerboard series, Egan Presentation Board Boxcore features a guaranteed to clean EVS™ surface bonded to steel. The result: a professional-grade, dry-erase, magnet-compatible, projection-compatible, low-gloss presentation markerboard. ¾” frame depth.

Egan Standing Rigging is an architectural-grade installation platform that brings a modern, unique tension-wire installation, without requiring complicated, custom-engineered architectural rigging. Install Dimension Stele Boxcore in any open space, at any height. Functionally, standing rigging affords you new options in front of glass, demountable walls, or anywhere.

**DIMENSION STELE BOXCORE™**

**DIMENSION TACK BOXCORE™**

**PRESENTATION BOARD BOXCORE™**

**STANDING RIGGING**
INFINITE POSSIBILITIES FOR YOUR SPACE

SHOWN: Egan SystemTrack, EganMetallic (EMST96) and Egan VersaBoard, 26" w x 36" h (EVB2636PA1)
EGANSYSTEM offers you track-mounted components for optimum communication, flexibility, and simplicity, all in one product system. The discreet linear track is wall-mounted at 8’ high. EganSystem components are then easily suspended from the track—slide, move, flip, reorient, reposition, and even relocate to another room—all on the fly. Track can be specified up to four deep for incredible amounts of versatile workspace.

1. **EGANSYSTEM OFFICE**
   **MARKERBOARD & TACKBOARD**

   EganSystem Track converts any wall space for high functionality—slide, flip, and move your boards, shelves, and cabinets as you please. Specify up to four deep for incredible utility. A quad track, specified with double-sided boards and VersaPRO on the wall, provides a flexible 9:1 workspace-to-wallspace ratio!

2. **EGANSYSTEM 202**
   **MARKERBOARD & TACKBOARD**

   EganSystem 202 track-mounted markerboards and tackboards feature unique, adjustable corner mounts that slide on and off. This design permits boards to reconfigure easily—hang them in any orientation. Finished in EganMetallic to match the 202 collection.

3. **VERSAPALETTE™**

   Take our dry-erase, guaranteed-to-clean EVS™ surface with you everywhere as the VersaPalette is a handy, lightweight surface with a thumbhole for an easy grip and handling, or hanging. With a double-sided EVS surface, you can also use VersaPalette as a simple, quick privacy tabletop.

4. **VERSAPRO® WALLCOVERING**

   Egan VersaPRO is designed as a high-performance EVS dry-erase surface in wallcovering format. Perfect for wall application (pro tip: trim it with EganSystem Track above and below). Create large expanses of dry erase workspace with long seamless runs, or floor-to-ceiling installations of smooth, matte planes.

5. **VERSABOARD**

   Presentation board utility took a leap forward with our introduction of the System Track and this incredibly lightweight board. By allowing boards to be flipped and carried around effortlessly as needed, this highly versatile board accommodates the free flow of your ideas. It is also easily portable when tilted or lifted, allowing for flexible creativity.

   SHOWN: View the previous page of the brochure to see the VersaBoard in action.
EGAN Marker

For best writing performance, choose Egan-supplied dry erase markers in a variety of colors. Egan supplies ACMi certified non-toxic markers conforming to ASTM D4236.

VersaEraser

A blank slate is the start of any great idea. Start every idea over with an Egan VersaEraser. Then magnetically dock it to metal-backed surfaces for convenient storage and easy accessibility. Turned landscape, it's a convenient marker tray.

EganCloth

Trap dry-erase dust in the micro-fiber EganCloth to maintain a clean surface. It is lint and dust-free and is machine or hand washable.

EganCloth Caddy

EganCloth Caddy holds your EganCloth and dry-erase markers for easy accessibility. You can specify it as a clip-on, self- stick, or magnetic mount 6" or 12".

EganNeomagnet

NeoMagnets, ten times stronger than regular magnets, are the ideal stylish accessory to complement all Egan magnet-compatible surfaces. The neodymium core is housed in an attractive and durable machined and anodized aluminum, complete with grip rings, to ensure high performance in handling as well as holding power.

EganAero Marker Tray

The EganAero marker tray is a sleek, lightweight marker tray, fabricated in clear anodized aluminum. It features a low profile stand off, one marker deep. 12", 24", or custom length.

EganMarker

For best writing performance, choose Egan-supplied dry erase markers in a variety of colors. Egan supplies ACMi certified non-toxic markers conforming to ASTM D4236.

EganSystem Track Mount - Variable Tension Grip

Friction track mount grips easily attach to EganSystem track, allowing you to hang flipchart sheets, hold paper, or boards to ½” thick.

EganGrip

Display flipchart sheets and more by simply pushing paper up into the gravity-fed roller. To remove the sheet, simply curl up and out. Installs magnetically, by adhesive, or by hardware.

EganSystem Track Mount - Variable Tension Grip

Variable tension grips easily attach to EganSystem track, allowing you to hold paper or boards.

Tack Panels

Provide additional functionality as our Tack Panels adhere magnetically to a wide range of Egan products and complement many of your Egan cabinets, boards, and mobiles. Specify from 10" x 6" to 48" x 6" in a range of fabrics.

Dimension Marker Tray

Enhance your markerboard and keep track of your accessories with the sleekly crafted aluminum Dimension marker tray. 12" to 96" sizes.

Accessories

EganCloth Caddy holds your EganCloth and dry-erase markers for easy accessibility. You can specify it as a clip-on, self- stick, or magnetic mount 6" or 12".

EganNeomagnet

NeoMagnets, ten times stronger than regular magnets, are the ideal stylish accessory to complement all Egan magnet-compatible surfaces. The neodymium core is housed in an attractive and durable machined and anodized aluminum, complete with grip rings, to ensure high performance in handling as well as holding power.